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2022 marks our 40th anniversary of empowering students to care, educate and serve.

New Zealand Tertiary College began with humble beginnings in 
1982 with just twelve graduates in the initial program offering. 
This year, 40 years later, NZTC supports over 1,000 students 
each year as they work towards their dream of becoming 
qualified early childhood teachers.

Today, NZTC is the largest early childhood teacher education 
provider in New Zealand. Our graduates are highly sought after 
by employers as they go on to care for young children, their 
families and communities throughout New Zealand.

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS OF NZTC

NZTC has had a heart and commitment to international 
students for 15 years. Over these years we have had the 
honour of supporting students and their study pathways 
not only in New Zealand but also in India, China, Malaysia 
and beyond.

This year, we celebrate 40 years of empowering students 
to care, educate and serve meaningfully and effectively 
by providing comprehensive and professional programs 
through our college values of grand Vision, caring Heart, 
Competence-plus and infectious Spirit. 

40 years of history records many significant achievements 
which laid foundations for the possibilities and endeavours 
of today. 

40 years of history shares stories of impact in the lives of 
students, graduates, their families and our communities. 

40 years of history gives 
us learning, development, 
security and strength. 

40 years of history gives us 
opportunity to stay steady as 
we look back and then forward…  
even in the unsettled world we find 
ourselves living in today.

Covid-19 hasn’t waned that commitment and we are 
looking forward to freer days ahead when we are able to 
welcome new international students back into NZ. 

We have an array of exciting initiatives planned for 2022 
as we celebrate our 40th anniversary. We look forward 
to sharing these with you throughout the year.

Message from Selena Fox, NZTC Chief Executive
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NZTC’S LEARNING STYLE GIVES CHINESE GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL EDGE 
Jiaxin Chen says she is encouraged by the many teaching positions available throughout  
New Zealand.

Jiaxin Chen

After being sent to boarding school at the age of two, Chinese 
graduate Jiaxin Chen has since fostered a lifelong dream of 
becoming a teacher.

“I remember how wonderful and caring my teachers were. 
They taught us lots of things and I have heaps of happy 
memories, despite being away from home for many weeks 
at a time.

“Looking back at this period of my life has inspired me greatly, 
and I feel the experience allowed me to develop a good 
understanding of young children’s feelings, including what 
to say and do when they are feeling vulnerable and needing 
support.” 

Jiaxin chose to pursue her passion for ECE by gaining a formal 
qualification in New Zealand. Describing the country as “lovely 
and beautiful”, she appreciates that different cultures are 
embraced here, creating a welcoming feel for all.

Having now completed New Zealand Tertiary College (NZTC)’s 
Graduate Diploma in Teaching (ECE) program, Jiaxin says there 
is much she admired about the college’s learning style.

“I relished the opportunity to engage in regular Field Practice, 
as this provided me with valuable experience, making me 
more desirable to employers than students from other tertiary 
institutions. It also gave me a unique insight into what teaching 
actually involves.

“There is so much more I could say! Just some of the other 
positives include flexible start dates, supportive online 
discussion forums and the ability to apply for NZ Teacher 
Registration upon completion of NZTC’s teaching programs.”

Jiaxin is now looking forward to becoming a full-time educator 
once her work visa is granted. 

“There are plenty of opportunities for teaching positions in 
New Zealand. I know I will have no trouble finding a permanent 
role anywhere in the country, which is really exciting. 
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“After I have gained valuable experience in the field, I would 
then like to become either a head teacher, team leader or 
supervisor. Ultimately, I hope this will lead to a contractor 
position where I will have the opportunity to work with 
different ECE centres, sorting out issues with and for them.”
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SUMMER SERIES – ROTORUA

Formally known as the Whakarewarewa Forest, a 
variety of outdoor recreational opportunities await 
those who visit. Appreciate the majestic beauty of 
the 118-year-old redwood trees with Treewalk, a 
famous attraction which allows you to wander along 
28 suspension bridges set 20 metres above the forest 
floor. For those not so fond of heights, there is also 
an abundance of walking and biking tracks, plus horse 
riding treks to enjoy.     

A historic New Zealand experience, local Māori have 
enjoyed the healing properties of the geothermal mud 
and sulphur mineral water for over 800 years. After a 
relaxing soak, visitors can explore the country’s most 
active geothermal reserve, complete with a bubbling mud 
volcano, hot waterfall and erupting waters. There are 
even opportunities to have a go at some traditional Māori 
carving.

Formed out of the crater of a volcano over 200,000 
years ago, Lake Rotorua is the second largest lake in 
New Zealand. Water activities are highly popular here, 
with kayaking, white water rafting and jet boating on 
offer. Rotorua Duck Tours offers a unique view of the 
lake, as visitors are welcomed aboard an amphibious 
Second World War landing craft with the ability to 
travel on both land and water.    
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Hell's Gate Geothermal Reserve and Mud Spa

The Redwoods

Lake Rotorua

NZTC’s flexible online learning options mean students can enjoy New Zealand’s beautiful summer 
season as they manage their own study schedules without the confines of a classroom. We put 
the spotlight on Rotorua this month, with a look at popular attractions in a city renowned for its 
geothermal activity and Māori culture.
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